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2022 Guam Economic Report 
 

Maria Claret M. Ruane, Ph.D.* 

 

 

 
*DISCLAIMER 

 
I wrote this report in my personal capacity as a citizen of the United States, a resident of 

Guam and a holder of a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of California-Riverside. As 

a U.S. citizen, I am proud to exercise my right to freedom of speech. As a resident of Guam 

for 14+ years, I am pleased to contribute this report to our island community in the hopes 

that it will invite informed discussions on the current state of our local economy and 

meaningful reflections on our collective vision for the future. As an economist for 35+ years, 

I am dedicated to the application of economic principles, the approach of scientific inquiry 

and the methodological and ethical standards that govern the conduct of research for the 

purpose of searching for the truth. Because you might know me in my professional capacity, 

I am compelled to declare that the views I expressed in this report as well as all errors and 

omissions herein are solely my own. I further declare that all resources (time, equipment, 

office space, funds, references, etc.) I used in the preparation of this report are my personal 

possessions and/or are publicly available, in which case they are properly cited. I thank my 

family for allowing me the time and space and for giving me their support and patience while I 

wrote this report. I thank my friends for previewing this report and offering their suggestions. 

 

 

 

 

NOTE 
 

Like last year’s report, this report was designed to focus on the author’s expertise in 

macroeconomics and not to duplicate efforts and perspectives by local experts in other areas. It 

also made use of materials which were (and are) readily accessible to the Guam public, e.g., reports 

and data that are posted in official Federal Government and Government of Guam (GovGuam) 

websites, coverage by local news media. I hope that you will find this report useful. Thank you! 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

After almost three years of the COVID-19 pandemic, many indicators suggest that Guam is at the 

tail-end of this pandemic. By the end of December 2022, 91.5% of the island’s population are fully 

vaccinated while 53.9% received their first booster shot. Positive cases have slowed (167 out of 

1,060 tested during the week of Christmas, December 19-26), most with mild side effects. To date, 

a total of 411 deaths had been reported as COVID-19 related, with the majority associated with 

co-morbidities (Joint Information Center, 2022 December 27). Many COVID-19 mandates had 

been lifted months ago, with that for requiring mask rescinded effective May 3, 2022 (Office of 

the Governor, 2022 May 2). The current state of public health emergency is scheduled to expire 

on January 6, 2023 (Office of the Governor, 2022 December 5), with a possible end to coincide 

with “the national public health emergency…presently scheduled to end on January 11, 2023” 

(Office of the Governor, 2022 November 5). 

 

From an economic perspective, one indicator of the end of the pandemic was the $2.8B of 

pandemic relief provided by the Federal Government under CARES Act/CRF (March 2020), the 

Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA December 2020), 

and the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA March 2021) already spent or encumbered as of July 

31, 2022, with a remaining balance of $690M (or $35M less to account for the amount of the 

federally-funded ARPA funds administered by the Office of the Governor that had been spent or 

encumbered between August 1 and November 30, 2022). 

 

Guam’s economic experience during the pandemic offers both good news and bad news (or “areas 

for improvement”). Like many economies around the world, the pandemic definitely impacted 

Guam’s economy but the impact could have been significantly worse if the large amount of Federal 

Government assistance had not been received by the local community. Guam’s output and income 

(measured by real GDP) declined by 11.4% in 2020 and recovered by 1.1% in 2021 but reached 

only 89% of its 2019, pre-pandemic level (U.S. Commerce-Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2022 

November 2). The unemployment rate peaked at 19.4% in December 2020 and has since been 

decreasing to 4.8% in June 2022 but the number of employable individuals who do not participate 

in the labor force remains high at 54,200 individuals (Guam Department of Labor-Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, 2022 October). Inflation was kept manageable at 1.7% and 3.8% in 2020 and 2021, 

respectively, but has increased to 6.2% during the first 9 months of this year (Guam Bureau of 

Statistics and Plans, 2022 October). Guam welcomed 216,915 visitors (including 15,773 from the 

Armed Forces) during FY2022, beating forecasts of 130,000 visitors under the “GVB Optimistic 

scenario” or 201,783 visitors under the “Industry Feedback scenario” by the Guam Visitors Bureau 

a year ago, however, visitor arrivals are still years away from returning to its pre-pandemic record 

of 1.631 million visitors in FY2019 (Guam Visitors Bureau, 2022 September). As noted above, 

although the remaining balance on Federal funds for pandemic relief has been decreasing, more 

Federal funds have been received for non-pandemic uses including investments in infrastructure 

and climate change but more importantly for ensuring military strength in the Indo-Pacific region 

consistent with the military realignment plan that includes the transfer of U.S. Marines service 

members and their families from Okinawa to Guam and also in response to changing geopolitical 

developments that  highlight the importance of Guam’s strategic location. 
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To further paint the large picture of Guam’s economy in 2022 and to highlight items and issues to 

watch in the year 2023 and the near future, the next section presents the latest indicators on Guam’s 

macroeconomy. 

 

 

 

 

MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS 

 
Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Growth 

 
In 2021, Guam’s economy resumed a positive growth rate of 1.1% after decreasing by 11.4% in 

2020. On the one hand, any economic growth while still during the pandemic is welcomed news. 

On the other hand, it put Guam’s economy still 10% below its 2019, pre-pandemic level. 

 

 

 

CHART 1: GUAM’S REAL GDP AND ECONOMIC GROWTH: 2018-2021 

(Real GDP in millions $) 

 

 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce-Bureau of Economic Analysis (2022 November 2). 
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More telling is that Guam’s 2021 economic growth is comparable to its past growth performance 

over a longer time period, 2010-2019, which yielded an average growth rate of 1.2% per year.  

Therefore, it is interesting that Guam’s economy performed similarly to how it had done in the 

past 10 years after decreasing 11.4% in 2020, which in itself tilt the probability toward positive 

growth the following year, i.e., it is more probable for the economy to increase than decrease in 

2021, and despite $2B of Federal Government pandemic assistance received in 2021, with $1.3B 

actually spent that year. When viewed in this context, some might say that the opportunity for a 

stronger economic rebound in 2021 was missed. 

 

A closer look at what contributed to Guam’s economic growth of 1.1% in 2021 reveals that the 

Federal funds for pandemic relief allowed local consumers to increase their spending by 3.3% in 

2021 compared to 2020, local businesses to increase their spending by 6.8% and GovGuam to 

increase its spending by 5.8%. As the report stated, “In 2021, the Guam economy was affected by 

the continued federal government response related to the COVID–19 pandemic. Territorial 

government and consumer spending were supported by federal payments authorized by the 

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act of 2020; the Coronavirus Response 

and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act of 2021; and the American Rescue Plan 

Act of 2021. Expenditures funded by these payments are reflected in the GDP estimates.” (U.S. 

Department of Commerce-Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2022 November 2). 

 

About economic forecasting 

 

It is generally difficult to forecast many economies and errors are to be expected. However, it is 

even more challenging to forecast smaller economies like Guam because the effects of errors could 

be more significant. Given the smaller size of these economies, a small error in calculation could 

translate to a large deviation in estimated values. 

 

Nonetheless, our past economic reports have had much success in forecasting Guam’s 

macroeconomy (see TABLE 1). Most recently, our most updated estimate of Guam’s economic 

growth in 2021 was 3.4%, which exceeded the official estimate of 1.1% released by the U.S. 

Department of Commerce-Bureau of Economic Analysis on November 2, 2022. However, even 

official estimates are revised a few times before being finalized, as shown in TABLE 1 with the 

official estimates for Guam’s 2018 economic growth, which changed from -0.3% (in the BEA 

report released in 2019) to -0.9 (BEA 2020 report) to -0.7% (BEA 2021 report) to -0.8% (BEA 

2022 report). As the 2021 growth estimate are updated, it will be interesting to see how the revised 

estimates compare to our estimated figure of 3.4%. 
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TABLE 1: GUAM’S ECONOMIC GROWTH, 2018-2021: OFFICIAL VS. FORECASTED 

 

 
GER = Guam Economic Report, BEA=Bureau of Economic Analysis under the U.S. Department of Commerce, which 

provides the official GDP estimates. 

 

Sources: 
1 Ruane, Maria Claret M.; Aflague, Alexander K.M.; Casimbon, Rebecca G. & Tenorio, Luisa V. (2018 December 

28). 2018 Guam Economic Report. University of Guam-School of Business and Public Administration-Regional 

Center for Public Policy. 
2 Ruane, Maria Claret M.; Aflague, Alexander K.M.; Casimbon, Rebecca G. & Tenorio, Luisa V. (2019 March 13). 

2018 Guam Economic Report: UPDATE. Presentation at the University of Guam Economic Luncheon. 
3 Ruane, Maria Claret M.; Barcinas, Efigenia Rose; Cayanan, Daniel; Garrido, Prairie Rose; Meneses, Sofia Diane; 

Salalila, Jun-Patrick; Sayama, Kristina, C; Tenorio, Luisa V. & Tretnoff, Angelina T. (2020 January 24). 2019 Guam 

Economic Report. University of Guam-School of Business and Public Administration-Regional Center for Public 

Policy. 
4 Ruane, Maria Claret M.; Anderson Celia J.; Dela Cruz, Nathaniel J.; Donaldson, Grace C.; Garrido, Prairie Rose; 

Guerrero, Kamerin M.; Kabigting, Leila C; Terlaje, Steve Eric S.; Vince, Laarnie D. & Wiley, Mary Catherine (2020 

December 31). 2020 Guam Economic Report. University of Guam-School of Business and Public Administration and 

Omicron Delta Epsilon International Honor Society for Economics-Alpha Chapter of Guam at the University of Guam. 
5 Ruane, Maria Claret M. & Kabigting, Leila C. (2021 February 18). 2020 Guam Economic Report: UPDATE. 

Presentation at the Guam Women’s Chamber of Commerce. 
6 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (2021 December 1). News Release: Gross Domestic 

Product for Guam, 2020 
7 Ruane, Maria Claret M.; (2021 December 30). 2020 Guam Economic Report. 
8 Pacific Daily News (2020 September 7). 
9 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (2022 November 2). News Release: Gross Domestic 

Product for Guam, 2021 
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Employment and Unemployment 
 

Last year’s report noted the following: “As we learned how to manage ourselves and our safety 

after almost 2 years of living during the pandemic coupled with the financial assistance many of 

us received through a multiple of federally funded programs with some addition of local funding, 

more and more individuals have returned to work or are now seeking employment. Therefore, 

unemployment rate is expected to continue to decrease in 2022.” 

 

Indeed, Guam’s unemployment rate, which peaked at 19.4% in December 2020, has been 

decreasing to 4.8% in June 2022. CHART 2 displays this downward trend in the unemployment 

rate, which is largely a welcome development. 

 

 

CHART 2: GUAM’S UNEMPLOYMENT RATE: March 2019 – June 2022 

 

Source: Guam Department of Labor-Bureau of Labor Statistics (2022 October). Unemployment Historical Table 

1974-2022. 

 

 

For comparison, the unemployment rate in June 2019 was 4.6%, which is similar to that for June 

2022. However, there is a difference in the employment situation. As shown in TABLE 2 and 

CHART 3, whereas 66,230 individuals were employed in June 2019, only 62,470 individuals were 

employed in June 2022, or 5.7% below. Since June 2019 could be used as a measure of the pre-

pandemic level of employment, this means that although our employment situation has been 

improving since the years of the pandemic, it is still 5.7% what it was before the pandemic. 
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TABLE 2: GUAM’S EMPLOYMENT SITUATION, 2019-2022 

 

 
Source: Guam Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (2022 October). CES Historical Table 1993-2022. 

Note: Growth rates are based on author’s own calculation. 

 

 

In addition, the employment situation is worse for the private sector than for the public sector 

comprising of both Federal Government and GovGuam jobs. 

 

By June 2022, private sector employment was still 7.5% below (47,200 employees) what it was 

pre-pandemic (June 2019) (51,020 employees). By industry, only three industries (agriculture, 

construction and manufacturing) have returned or exceeded their pre-pandemic (June 2019) 

employment levels. Not surprising, construction employed 53% more employees in June 2022 

than in June 2019, with construction expected to continue to provide employment in the years to 

come. Agriculture and manufacturing lost 22% and 2% of their employees, respectively, in June 

2020 but have recovered since. Five industries (transportation and public utilities, wholesale trade, 

retail trade, finance, insurance and real estate and services) have yet to return to their pre-pandemic 
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employment levels. Among them, wholesale trade and all other services not including hotel and 

lodging have seen job losses every year since June 2019. As expected, employment in hotels and 

lodging declined by 35% in June 2020 compared to June 2019. Two years later by June 2022, it 

remained 29% below the June 2019 level. 

 

 

CHART 3: GUAM’S EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JUNE 2022 (LATEST) VS. JUNE 

2019 (PRE-PANDEMIC) 

 

 
Source: Guam Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (2022 October). CES Historical Table 1993-2022. 

 

 

TABLE 2 shows employment in the public sector in June 2022 was at par with pre-pandemic 

levels. This is true for Federal Government jobs, GovGuam jobs and total public sector jobs. Taken 

together, it is not surprising that the pandemic impacted the private sector disproportionately where 

jobs were lost and, for June 2022, remained 7.5% below what they were pre-pandemic while those 

in the public sector actually grew by 0.4% in June 2022 compared to June 2019. 

 

The increased growth of construction employment opportunities in both military and civilian 

projects is generally a good development, except when there is a shortage of potential employees, 

both local and foreign. Fortunately, there are some good news on this front in the next 1-2 years. 

First, the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for FY2023, which was signed into law on 

December 23, 2022, provides extension of the deadline for H-2B exemptions for Guam and CNMI 
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by one year from its original expiration date of December 31, 2023 to December 31, 2024 (U.S. 

Congress). This would help ensure access to foreign workers for military projects on Guam (and 

CNMI) as well as allow additional time for the local workforce to develop the skills required to 

work on these projects. Second, employers in civilian projects might find relief from a December 

12, 2022 final ruling by the U.S. Department of Homeland security that allows for a temporary 

increase on the H-2B visa caps by 64,716 for FY2023 (U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, 

2022 December 12). 

 

One issue affecting potential employees on Guam continues to be the large number of otherwise 

employable individuals who do not participate in the labor force. In June 2022, an estimated 54,200 

of working-age individuals or approximately 35% of Guam’s total population did not participate 

in the labor force (Guam Department of Labor-Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2022 October). Of 

course, some of them have legitimate reasons for why they choose to stay out of the labor force. 

Official survey reports these reasons as “School attendance”, “Family responsibility” or “Cannot 

arrange child care”. For example, within the age group 16-18 and attending high school, 80% 

choose to not take up employment at the present time. Also included in this number are already 

retired individuals. Others might have disability and, among them, 53.5% choose not to work (U.S. 

Census, 2020). As these three groups of individuals are subtracted from those who choose not to 

enter the labor force, the resulting estimate is approximately 25,000 individuals who are potentially 

employable. Interestingly enough, this estimate comes close to the estimate provided in the 2020 

Guam Population Census for the number of individuals aged 18-64 who had no disability but were 

not employed, which was 26,889. From an economic perspective, if 90% of these individuals were 

to become employed at the average productivity of those currently employed, they would be 

contributing an additional 37% or more than $2B to Guam’s $6.1B economy (using 2021 Nominal 

GDP measure).  
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Prices and Inflation 

 
Guam’s inflation rate was kept manageable in 2020 and 2021 but has increased to 6.2% during the 

first 9 months of this year, meaning that prices of the 160+ items that Guam consumers typically 

buy were 6% higher during July-September this year compared to the same months last year. n to 

CHART 4 shows that we have not seen inflation at that level on Guam since 2016, which was 

“attributed entirely to this year’s increase of GMHA user fees” (Guam Bureau of Statistics and 

Plans, 2016 Q4). 

 

 

CHART 4: GUAM’S INFLATION RATE, 2013-2022 

 

Source: Guam Bureau of Statistics and Plans (2022 3rd Quarter). Guam Consumer Price Index. 

 
 

The same report broke down the price increases by groups and sub-groups to see where the overall 

6.2% inflation came from and how these compare to prices a year ago. Food rose 8.6% during 

July-September this year, similar to increasing 8.8% the year before. Within the Food category, 

the most notable price increases were on Egg Products (+42%) and Cereals (+16.7%). Electricity 

was the biggest driver of inflation this year, increasing by at 53.2% compared to 25.6% a year ago. 

The increasing cost of power are hardly surprising given the increase in fuel cost since 2021, which 

led to eight increases in the fuel recovery charge or Levelized Energy Adjustment Clause (LEAC) 

since February 1, 2021 from $0.11 per kwh to the current $0.318567 per kwh since November 1, 

2022 (CHART 5). Therefore, the most recent inflation report would have captured the additional 

$165.64 in power cost for a customer who used 1,000 kwh in September 2022 compared to a year 

ago. Burdensome as it was (is), the increase in power rates could have been worse in 2021 if not 

for the $15M federally-funded ARPA funds that the Governor used for “Guam Power Authority-

Rate Offset” (BBMR, 2022 December 5). The Guam Energy Credit of $100 per month to 50,000 

residential and commercial customers of the Guam Power Authority beginning July 2022 also 

provided relief from this year’s higher cost of power. 
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CHART 5: GUAM’S ELECTRICITY COST, 2022 

 

Source:  Author’s monthly statement from the Guam Power Authority. 

 

Although not as bad, the cost of water also increased 5.5% beginning October 1, 2022 (which 

would show up in the next CPI report) and is expected to increase another 5.5% during FY2024 

beginning October 1, 2023 (Guam Daily Post, 2022 September 23). For residential customers, this 

increases the Basic Water Charges (flat rate) from $24.87 to $26.24 per month and the 

Supplementary Annuity Surcharge from $0.90 to $0.92. 

 

Motor fuel “gas” rose 15.8% this year but comparatively less than its 29.7% increase a year ago. 

Of course, this is hardly consoling when gas prices for this entire year never went below the 

average price of $4.58 last year, and worse, that it stood above $6 per gallon of regular gasoline 

during the month of June, peaking at $6.49 on June 15, 2022 (CHART 6).  Fortunately, plans were 

already in the works between the Guam Legislature and the Office of the Governor to introduce 

the Gas Tax Relief, a 6-month moratorium on liquid fuel tax, which was signed into law on June 

22, 2022 (Guam Energy Office). Although gas prices have decreased since June, residents 

welcome the extension of both Gas Tax Relief and the $100 energy credit for another six months 

(Pacific Island Times, 2022 December 20). Income-eligible residents benefited from Prugramån 

Salåppe’ 2 and 3, paid for by the federally funded ARPA provided to the Office of the Governor 

(Office of the Governor, E.O. 2022-03, 2022-12 and 2022-16). 

 

Although this does not apply to all families, some relief from the higher cost of living came from 

the additional $200 on the Cost-of-Living Adjustment (COLA) checks paid to Guam retirees in 

October 2022 (Pacific Daily News, 2022 October 13). For FY2023, the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture-Food and Nutrition Service increased the benefit amounts to SNAP participants by 

12.5%, translating to $1,385 per month to a household size of 4 (2022 August 9). Data also show 

that the average weekly earnings for employees in the private sector outpaced the official inflation 

rate as earnings increased 6.4% between January and June 2022 and 13.4% between June 2021 

and June 2022 (Guam Department of Labor-Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2022 October). 
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Other categories that posted large price increases during July-September this year are Rent and 

Lodging (+14.6%) and New Cars (+10%). (Guam Bureau of Statistics and Plans, 2022 Q3; 2021 

Q3) 

 

 

CHART 6: GUAM’S GAS PRICES, 2022 

Sources: Guam Daily Post (2022 June 3; September 29), KUAM (2022 June 15), Pacific Daily News (2022, October 

26; December 9), Pacific News Center (2022 September 3), Guam Energy Office (2022). 

 

 

Additional Economic Indicator: Poverty Rate 

 
The availability of data from the 2020 Guam Census allowed for the poverty rate to be calculated 

for Guam. Unlike the 50 U.S. states whose poverty rates are calculated by the U.S. Census on an 

annual basis, Guam does not have an estimate for its poverty rate, although one was calculated for 

2010 at 29.7%, which was more than double the national average (Casimbon, Rivera, Ruane & 

Ruane, 2018 Summer). CHART 7 presents our original estimate for the poverty rate for Guam for 

the year 2019 along with those for the 50 U.S. states using data from the U.S. Census Bureau. It 

shows that, in 2019, 25.6% of households on Guam had incomes below the Federal threshold for 

a family of four. As seen in CHART 7, Guam’s poverty rate is more than double the national 

average of 10.8% and is higher than Mississippi’s, which is the highest poverty rate among the 50 

U.S. states. 

 

CHART 8 shows that the poverty situation on Guam is not new or recent as it goes back more 

than a decade, although the poverty rate estimate was lower in 2005 that it was in 2019. However, 

when compared to the national average and the worst case among the 50 U.S. states, which was 

consistently Mississippi, the pattern remains the same: Guam’s poverty rate is more than double 

the national average and is higher than the ‘worst case’ state. 
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CHART 7: POVERTY RATE: GUAM VS. 50 STATES, 2019 

 
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 Island Area Censuses: Guam; Income and Poverty in the U.S.; and Poverty 

Thresholds by Family Size and Number of Children. 

Note: Guam’s poverty rate in 2019 resulted from the author’s own calculation using established methodology by the 

U.S. Census Bureau. 

 

CHART 8: POVERTY RATES OVER TIME 

 
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 Island Area Censuses: Guam; Income and Poverty in the U.S.; and Poverty 

Thresholds by Family Size and Number of Children. 

Guam Department of Labor-Bureau of Labor Statistics. Household Income Survey for 2005, 2008, 2010. 

Note: Guam’s poverty rates were estimated by the author using established methodology by the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The 2010 estimate was first presented in Casimbon, Rivera, Ruane & Ruane (2018 Summer). 
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TOURISM IN 2022 
 

For FY2022, Guam exceeded its tourism forecasts of 130,000 visitors under the “GVB Optimistic” 

scenario or 201,783 visitors under the “Industry Feedback” scenario for FY2022 by welcoming 

216,915 visitors (including 15,773 from the Armed Forces). The forecasts were shared by the 

Guam Visitor Bureau’s Vice President at the 2022 Economic Forecast hosted by the Guam 

Chamber of Commerce on December 3, 2021. Although this is good news, it continues to highlight 

how far behind Guam’s tourism is from returning to its pre-pandemic record of 1.631 million 

visitors in FY2019 (Guam Visitors Bureau, 2022 September). 

 

As of this writing, the latest estimate for visitor arrivals is for October 2022, which shows 222,826 

visitors arrived by air and 727 by sea between January and October 2022. From looking at figures 

presented in TABLE 3, the pattern is clear: the 2022 figure (222, 826) exceeded the all-time low 

2021 figure (60,323) but remained below the 2020 figure (322,138) and significantly below the 

2019 (pre-pandemic) (1.354 million). In fact, the number of visitors during January-October 2022 

was only 16% of the corresponding figure for 2019, indicating that Guam’s visitor industry is still 

84% depressed. “We’ve always anticipated three to four years to climb back to what those 2019 

levels are,” said GVB director of tourism research and strategic planning. (Pacific Daily News, 

2022 September 21). “We feel that it’s going to take several years for a full recovery”, said 

President of the Guam Hotel and Restaurant Association (GHRA) (Marianas Business Journal, 

2022 October 25). Understandably, GVB is forecasting 506,000 to 680,000 visitors for FY2023. 

(Pacific Daily News, 2022 September 21) 

 

TABLE 3: GUAM’S VISITORS BY SOURCE MARKETS 

(% Total Arrivals by Air) 

 

Source: Guam Visitors Bureau (various issues), Visitor Arrivals Summary 

*Other Markets include RMI, Australia, Europe, Hong Kong, Russia, Singapore, India, Malaysia, Others/Unknown 

 
TABLE 3 also presents a breakdown of visitors by their country of origin. It clearly shows visitors 

from Korea making up 56% of the total visitors during January-October 2022. One can also see 

that slow return of visitors from Japan. It is also important to highlight how visitors from the U.S. 
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and Hawaii supported Guam’s tourism during the pandemic when visitors from other countries 

faced travel restrictions from the U.S. or Guam side or their countries’ or both. 

 

Another market that contributes to Guam’s tourism are visitors from the military (Armed Forces 

visitors). TABLE 4 shows how this market has been a welcome development in Guam’s tourism, 

with a conservative estimate of its contribution to Guam’s economy at $20M during January-

October 2022. 

 

 

TABLE 4: ARMED FORCES VISITOR ARRIVALS BY AIR AND SEA 

 

Source: 

Guam Visitors Bureau (various issues), Visitor Arrivals Summary. 

 

However, the President of GHRA pointed out that the figures in TABLE 4 do not military service 

members who “arrive at Andersen Air Force Base via Patriot Express flights, which typically carry 

300 passengers.” (Marianas Business Journal, 2022 May 12). She also quantified military visitors’ 

contribution to hotels and GovGuam as summarized in TABLE 5. The figures for FY2021 

definitely drives the point that this group of visitors supported our industry and local economy at 

a time when our when we could not rely on our usual source markets. 

 

 

TABLE 5: ARMED FORCES VISITOR CONTRIBUTION TO HOTELS AND 

GOVGUAM 

Source: Marianas Business Journal (2022 May 12). 
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TOTAL FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING ON GUAM 
 

The U.S. Federal Government has always been an important contributor to Guam’s economy, with 

spending on Guam averaging $2.1B per year between since FY2013 or 36% of Guam’s economy. 

During the pandemic, its contribution increased to $3.3B in spending or 57% of Guam’s economy 

in CY2020, increasing further to $5.4B in spending or 88% of Guam’s economy in CY2021. 

 

The total Federal Government spending on Guam for all purposes is first reviewed in this section, 

followed by a section that looks at Federal spending on defense (including the military alignment 

plan under the Indo-Pacific strategy and the more recently introduced Pacific Deterrence 

Initiative), a section that provides an update on Federal spending for pandemic assistance, support 

for economic recovery and post-pandemic economic growth, and finally a section on the most 

recent Federal programs, namely, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act aka the Bi-Partisan 

Infrastructure Law and the Inflation Reduction Act. 

 

CHART 9 shows the total Federal Government spending on Guam from FY2013 to FY2022. 

Except for FY2016, Federal Government spending has steadily increased since FY2013. Mainly 

due to pandemic-related funding but enhanced also by increased military construction spending on 

Guam, Federal Government spending increased to $3.2B for FY2020, $5.2B for FY2021 and 

$2.9B in FY2022. 

 

CHART 9: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING ON GUAM FY2013-FY2022  

(in millions $) 

 

 
Source: USASpending.gov 
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CHART 10: SERVICES ON GUAM FUNDED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

FY2022 

 

 
Source: USASpending.gov 

 

 

For FY2022, CHART 10 displays the top 10 services on Guam that were funded by the Federal 

Government throughout FY2022. It shows spending by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) 

accounted for more than half of total spending. The next three important categories were Health 

and Human Services (8.8%), Social Security (8.5%) and Agriculture (8.2%). Rounding out the 

top 5 was Veteran Affairs at 4.8%. 

 

The composition of Federal spending for FY2022 reflects a movement away from pandemic and 

pandemic-related Federal spending on Guam as was the case for FY2021.Although Defense 

ranked first also for FY2021, its share was smaller (39%) as other agencies played lead roles in 

pandemic assistance. Second in importance was the Treasury (13%) which paid for 3 rounds of 

Economic Impact Payments to local families, Education (11%) which provided pandemic and 

non-pandemic grants, Labor (11%) which funded the Pandemic Unemployment Assistance 

(PUA) and Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC) and Health and Human 

Services (8%) for the COVID-19 mitigation measures, testing and vaccinations. 
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MILITARY SPENDING ON GUAM 
 

The military relocation of U.S. Marine forces and their families from Okinawa to Guam provided 

billions of dollars of military projects in the past years and buffered the local economy from what 

could have been a devastating blow from the COVID-19 pandemic. Its estimated cost is $13B, 

with $3B funded by the Government of Japan. The Marine Corps Base Camp Blaz by itself has 

been a $2.5B investment by DoD (Pacific Island Times, 2022 October 6). 

 

As this Marine relocation from Okinawa to Guam comes closer to completion, developing 

geopolitical concerns identified by U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) to include “the multi-

domain threat posed by China” call for “strengthening Indo-Pacific deterrence”. This led in 

December 2022 to the development of the Pacific Deterrence Initiative (PDI) for which the DoD 

requested for a $6.1B budget for FY2023 as part of the total DoD budget to fund “targeted 

investments that enhance U.S. force posture, infrastructure, presence, and readiness, specifically 

in the Indo-Pacific region, west of the International Date Line (IDL)”. This puts Guam at a 

strategic location for the development of a Missile Defense System (MDS) “… for the defense of 

Guam against ballistic, hypersonic and cruise missile threats.” (U.S. Department of Defense, 

2022 Aprilb) 

 

TABLE 6 presents DoD’s budget estimates for PDI for FY2023 to FY2027 with a total amount 

of $27B. For FY2023, the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) appropriates $585M for 

PDI projects on Guam, the most notable of which is the $398M for the MDS on Guam (NDAA 

Sec. 1660: Integrated Air and Missile Defense Architecture for Defense of Guam). These 

projects are detailed in TABLE 7. Also, Sec. 1660 of the NDAA FY2023 law authorizes the 

DoD Secretary to designate a senior DoD office to be “responsible for the missile defense of 

Guam” during a period specified in the same law. 

 

 

TABLE 6: PDI FUNDING BY CATEGORY (in millions $) 

 

PDI Category FY2023 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026 FY2027 

Modernized and Strengthened Presence* $1,814.820 $2,507.213 $1,870.130 $1,473.459 $1,427.056 

Improved Logistics, Maintenance 
Capabilities, and Prepositioning of 

Equipment, Munitions, Fuel and Materiel $302.807 $191.313 $162.475 $183.427 $179.715 

Exercise, Training, Experimentation, and 
Innovation $2,282.357 $1,573.728 $1,546.842 $1,136.305 $1,315.220 

Infrastructure Improvements to Enhance 
Responsiveness and Resiliency of U.S. 

Forces $1,212.540 $2,145.061 $1,401.884 $1,026.856 $1,037.061 

Building the Defense and Security 
Capabilities, Capacity, and Cooperation of 

Allies and Partners $453.073 $421.733 $423.486 $430.825 $438.014 

Improve Capabilities Available to U.S. 
Indo-Pacific Command $24.954 $25.416 $26.123 $26.862 $27.920 

TOTAL $6,090.551 $6,864.464 $5,430.940 $4,277.734 $4,424.986 

*Component: Missile Defense Agency $539.000 $826.000 $497.000 $407.000 $373.000 

Source: U.S. Department of Defense (2022 Aprilb), Table1 and Table 2, line 6 
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The PDI budget shows estimates for the MDS component for FY2023 to FY2027. For FY2023, 

the amount requested was $539M, for which Guam will receive $398M for the MDS (already 

noted) and another $26.5M for procurement related to the Defense of Guam. In the near term, the 

MDS budget estimates as $826M for FY2024, $497M for FY2025, $407M for FY2026 and 

$373M for FY2027, with probably a significant share of each year’s budget to be allocated to 

Guam. (TABLE 2, DoD, 2022 Aprilb) 

 

 

National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) FY2023 

 
The DoD’s budget requests for FY2023, with very few minor adjustments, are in the NDAA 

FY2023 which was signed into law (P.L. 117-263) by the President on December 23, 2023 (Stars 

and Stripes, 2022 December 23). It authorizes DoD with a total budget of $857.9B, of which 

$1.69B are for military projects on Guam for FY2023. CHART 11 shows the NDAA military 

project authorizations for Guam since FY 2016 and shows a clear increasing trend since FY2020 

from $310M that fiscal year to $1.69B for FY2023. TABLE 7 provides details on the military 

projects on Guam approved under NDAA FY2023, including the MDS already mentioned earlier. 

 

 

CHART 11: MILITARY PROJECTS ON GUAM UNDER THE NDAA: FY2016-FY2022 

(in millions $) 

 

 
Source: 

Figures for FY2016-FY2022 reproduced from Ruane, (2021), CHART 5. 
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TABLE 7: MILITARY PROJECTS IN GUAM APPROVED UNDER THE NDAA FY2023 

(in million $) 

 

 
Sources: 

U.S Congress. H.R.7776 - James M. Inhofe National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2023. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/7776/text 

U.S. Department of Defense- Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) (2022 April). Pacific 

Deterrence Initiative. Department of Defense Budget FY 2023 

https://comptroller.defense.gov/Portals/45/Documents/defbudget/FY2023/FY2023_Pacific_Deterrence_Initiative.pd 

Notes: MDA=Missile Defense Agency, PDI=Pacific Deterrence Initiative 

* Included in PDI budget request for FY2023. ** The PDI budget request for FY2023 indicated a $10M “Planning & 

Design” for a military construction project by the U.S. Department of the Army with the description “Department of 

the Army activities under the Infrastructure Improvements to Enhance Responsiveness and Resiliency of U.S. forces 

category included P&D activities for the Defense of Guam against the missile threat from China.”. This budget item 

did not appear in the H.R.7776 that was signed into law for Guam or any other location. 

  

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/7776/text
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UPDATE ON PANDEMIC-RELATED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FROM 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

 
This section provides an update on previously discussed pandemic-related financial assistance 

provided by the Federal Government to Guam under three different programs: CARES Act/CRF 

2020, the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA 2020), 

and the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA 2021). The status of all three programs based on the 

latest reports available to the public (as of July 31, 2022), are summarized in TABLE 8 while 

details of these individual reports can be found in the Appendix. As shown in TABLE 8, these 

programs provided nearly $4B of federal funding to Guam and assisted local families, businesses 

and government units and employees during the pandemic. 

 
TABLE 8: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO GUAM DURING THE PANDEMIC 

 

 
* As of 07/31/2022 per https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-

Stimulus-Assistance-Report-American-Rescue-Plan-ARP-2021-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf 

** As of 11/30/2022 per https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/12/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-of-

2021-Funds-Report-as-of-November-30-2022.pdf 

 

Because the economic impact of funds in general and of these federal pandemic funds on Guam 

in particular comes when they are spent, efforts were taken to present in TABLE 9 estimates of 

the amounts spent or encumbered from each of these three federal pandemic programs during 

CY2020 and CY2021. Note that for CY2022, figures are reported up to July 31, 2022, except for 

the federally funded ARPA c/o the Office of the Governor whose figures are up to November 30, 

2022. TABLE 9 also shows the amounts that remain in each federal program that could have been 

spent during the latter part of this year, next year or in the very near future. 
 

  

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-American-Rescue-Plan-ARP-2021-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-American-Rescue-Plan-ARP-2021-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/12/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-of-2021-Funds-Report-as-of-November-30-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/12/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-of-2021-Funds-Report-as-of-November-30-2022.pdf
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TABLE 9: AMOUNTS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE TO GUAM 

SPENT/ENCUMBERED 
 

 
* up to July 31, 2022, except for the federally-funded ARPA funds c/o Office of the Governor figures up to November 

30, 2022 

** includes $260,651,151, which represents the balance on ARPA funds c/o Office of the Governor as of November 

30, 2022. 

 

 

NON-PANDEMIC FEDERAL SPENDING ON GUAM 

 
As the remaining balances decrease on federal-funded pandemic and pandemic-related programs 

on Guam presented in TABLE 9, new funds have been rolling in to Guam or are expected to under 

two non-pandemic federal programs: the Infrastructural Investment and Job Act aka the Bi-

Partisan Infrastructure Law (BIL 2021) and the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA 2022). 

 

The Infrastructural Investment and Job Act was signed on November 15, 2021 and authorized a 

budget of $1.2T of “investment in our nation’s infrastructure and competitiveness.” (White House, 

2021 November). Guam’s share is estimated at $193M (Guam Daily Post, 2021 November 17). 

As of November 30, 2022, $117.55M federal programs have been awarded and funded, with 5% 

of that amount spent or encumbered. Programs totaling more than $14M were noted as “pending 

receipt of grant award and funds” (BBMR, 2022 December 5). These federal grant programs under 

BIL 2021 are summarized in TABLE 10. A summary is also provided by the White House State 

Fact Sheet for Guam (White House, 2022 November). 

 

The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA 2022), which some called a “slimmed down version of the Build 

Back Better plan” of December 2021, was signed on August 16, 2022 (Forbes Advisor, 2022 

August 23). It authorized a budget of $370B to take “leadership in confronting the existential threat 

of the climate crisis and set forth a new era of American innovation and ingenuity to lower 

consumer costs and drive the global clean energy economy forward.” (White House, 2022 August 

16) It is not yet clear what amount Guam expects to receive from the IRA 2022. However, available 

information shows that “… $15 million in funding for climate change technical assistance will be 

made available … for American Samoa, Guam, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 

Islands, the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico” (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2022 September 

20; Pacific News Center, 2022 September 21; Saipan Tribune, 2022 September 22). 
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TABLE 10: FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS UNDER BIL 2021 AS OF NOVEMBER 30, 2022 

 

Sources: 

BBMR (2022 December 5). 

Pacific Daily News (2022 November 16). 
1 Part of $39M grants to “12 marine highway projects across the nation” 
2 Amount of budget was $3.54M https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Budget/# 

https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Budget/
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To-date, the White House has uploaded a guidebook and created a dedicated website 

(www.CleanEnergy.gov) to support IRA 2022. A search for “Guam” on December 29, 2022 

returned results (TABLE 11) that mentioned Guam in 11 out of 102 programs already announced 

under IRA 2022, including the %15.9M funding amount under “Climate Change Technical 

Assistance for Insular Areas” already mentioned above. 

 

Some of these programs were cited in an official statement from the Office of the Governor 

following the passage of the bill in the U.S. Senate (Office of the Governor, 2022 August 8). 

 

 

TABLE 11: SEARCH RESULTS FOR “GUAM” FOR IRA 2022 PROGRAMS 

 

 
Source: https://www.whitehouse.gov/cleanenergy/inflation-reduction-act-guidebook/ 

 

 

Other good news for Guam were included in the $1.7T Omnibus Bill that became law on December 

23, 2022. First, this law includes provisions for permanently increasing the federal matching aid 

percentage (FMAP) for Medicaid in the territories. In this case, Guam’s local share will go from 

55% local/45% federal to 17% local/83% federal, which translates to a $60M savings in public 

health costs per year. (KUAM, 2022 December 21). Second, it appropriates a $1.4M funding for 

a custom slaughterhouse (Guam Daily Post, 2022 December 22). 
 

  

http://www.cleanenergy.gov/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/cleanenergy/inflation-reduction-act-guidebook/
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FORECAST FOR GUAM’S ECONOMY IN 2023 

 

 
After much consideration and despite relatively successful forecasts (including numerical 

estimates) for Guam’s economy every year since the 2018 report, I have decided NOT to offer 

an estimate for Guam’s economy for 2022 and a forecast for 2023 for the following reasons. 

First, the official estimate for Guam’s economic growth for 2022 will be released by the U.S. 

Department of Commerce-Bureau of Economic Analysis in Fall 2023. Second, by tomorrow, we 

will be welcoming the year 2023 and soon thereafter will be witnessing and experiencing Guam’s 

economy for 2023 instead of forecasting it. Therefore, I would prefer to make a less scientifically-

oriented and a more “wishful thinking”-inspired statement that I hope the year 2023 will be a good 

year for Guam’s economy and our community that is affected by it. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 
People talk about what the “new normal” is or will be after the COVID-19 pandemic. At the 

beginning of this report, it was suggested that the year 2022 already saw the end of the pandemic 

on Guam so perhaps it is time to ask that same question about Guam, specifically its economy: 

What would be the “new normal”, post-pandemic Guam’s economy? Will it return to the pre-

pandemic 2019 level? Will it look like the pre-pandemic 2019 economy? 

 

Actually, Guam’s economic performance in 2019 would be a bit difficult, although not impossible, 

to replicate. It is because the 2019 represented balance among the major contributors to our 

economy, the “3 legs of the 3-legged stool”: record-breaking tourism performance, strong Federal 

Government spending driven by record-level (at the time) military spending, and a promising local 

economy. It is no surprise that Guam reported the strongest economic growth that year, a 2.6% 

growth in its real GDP compared to the previous year, 2018 (U.S. Department of Commerce-

Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2022 November 2). When was the last year that Guam’s 

macroeconomy grew faster than that? We have to go back 14 years to 2005 to see a higher growth 

rate, for that year, it was 3.6%. Yes, it has been a while and most of us would not even remember 

what happened in 2005 that resulted in that strong economic performance. 

 

What most of us remember were the more recent years when Guam’s economy was stable, perhaps 

a euphemism for its slow albeit positive economic growth. Some local experts might use the term 

“stuck” or “lukewarm” but, déjà vu! This transports me back around 10 years ago (see Guam 

Business Magazine, 2013 September-October; 2014 March-April; and First Hawaiian Bank, 

2014). At the time, I used to say that the best way to forecast our economy is to know that it is and 

has been stable, therefore, start by predicting growth centered at 0% per year (meaning no growth) 

and then allow a deviation (“wobble”) of plus or minus 1%. After all, data show our economy 

grew an average of 1.2% per year between 2010 and 2019. One might consider this the “old 

normal”. What then is the “new normal”? 
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That the latest estimate show that our economy grew only 1.1% in 2021 is bewilderingly low, 

given so much room for growth following an 11.4% decline the year before and the $2B Federal 

pandemic and pandemic-related assistance received in 2021. More interesting is that this growth 

performance in 2021 compares with the average growth performance between 2010 and 2019, the 

“old normal”. If you have followed my argument up to this point, you have to be open to the 

possibility that, for Guam’s macroeconomy, at least in terms of its economic growth measure, the 

“new normal” is the “old normal”! This means that our economy is back to its good old “stable” 

state. If this is good enough for you, then please do not let me intrude any further on your new 

year’s eve celebrations!  

 

If you think Guam’s economy can do better, then please allow me to challenge (bore?) you with 

more economics, specifically, my area of expertise in development economics, where I learned 

many different models or paths to developing an economy, starting with growing an economy 

(Note: there are plenty of studies that distinguish economic growth from economic development).  

 

In thinking about Guam’s “stable” state, I am reminded of several models with two “equilibria” or 

“economic positions”: a low-level, “stable” position and a higher-level, “unstable” position. As I 

said more than 10 years ago, Guam’s economy is and has been in the low-level “stable” position 

for a long time. It is a comforting position to be at because our economy does not change much 

year after year, at least numerically. This means that, if one sector did not do as well, another sector 

did well enough to compensate for it and return the overall economy to what it was the year before, 

therefore “stable”. To some extent, this was our experience even during the pandemic when our 

visitor industry was decimated while our island received billions of Federal government pandemic 

relief to compensate for the former. Although a bit more technical, this low-level state is also 

“stable” because any small deviation or “wobble” from the center would bring the economy back 

to the center. If this is a good enough economic state for you, then please do not let me intrude any 

further on your new year’s eve celebrations! Déjà vu! 

 

The alternative, that higher-level, “unstable” position, describes an economic state where, once an 

economy gets within its threshold, it propels itself into a self-sustaining growth path “forever”. It 

is “unstable” because it will not return the economy to the lower level where it started but instead 

let it keep growing. Sounds great! What’s the catch? 

 

To get to this higher-level, “unstable” position, an economy that starts off from the low-level, 

“stable” position needs to experience a “big push”, a “take-off”, a “jump” to propel itself toward 

the higher-level, growth sustaining position. For Guam, this jump requires factors and/or events 

that will result in a massive push for our economy. Anything less will bring us back to the low-

level, “stable” position in which we have been in the last decade, at least. 

 

The question is “what factors and/or events will give our economy this massive push?” Is the 

military realignment grounded on the Indo-Pacific strategic plan boosted by the Pacific Deterrence 

Initiative this “big push”? Would Guam’s share of the federally funded Bi-Partisan Infrastructure 

Law (BIL) of 2021 and the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) of 2022 to improve its physical, digital 

social, and environmental infrastructure be massive enough to create this “big push”? Would 

tourism once it fully recovers along with new industries once they begin contributing to our 
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economy provide this “big push”? What other factors/events could realistically give our economy 

this “big push” necessary to reach that higher-level, growth sustaining position? 

 

Or let me ask the same question in a different way: what obstacles do we face that prevent us 

and our economy from getting to that point of the “big push”, “take-off” or “jump”? What 

could be done to remove these obstacles and allow our economy to reach that higher-level, 

growth sustaining position and our community improved quality of life? 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

FY2022 – GOVGUAM Federal Stimulus & Assistance Programs 

Update Report – CARES ACT & COVID-19 (As of 7-31-2022) 

Downloaded from 

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-

GOVGUAM-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Programs-Update-

Report-CARES-ACT-COVID-19-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf 

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GOVGUAM-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Programs-Update-Report-CARES-ACT-COVID-19-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GOVGUAM-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Programs-Update-Report-CARES-ACT-COVID-19-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GOVGUAM-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Programs-Update-Report-CARES-ACT-COVID-19-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
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APPENDIX 2 

 

FY2022 – GovGuam Federal Stimulus & Assistance Report – 

CRRSAA Programs (As of 7-31-2022). 

Downloaded from 

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-

GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-CRRSAA-

Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf 
 

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-CRRSAA-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-CRRSAA-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-CRRSAA-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
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APPENDIX 3 

 

FY2022 – GovGuam Federal Stimulus & Assistance Report – 

American Rescue Plan (ARP) 2021 Programs (As of 07-31-2022). 

Downloaded from  

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-

GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-American-Rescue-

Plan-ARP-2021-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf 
 

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-American-Rescue-Plan-ARP-2021-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-American-Rescue-Plan-ARP-2021-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/11/FY2022-GovGuam-Federal-Stimulus-Assistance-Report-American-Rescue-Plan-ARP-2021-Programs-As-of-7-31-2022.pdf
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APPENDIX 4 

 

American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 Funds Report as of November 30, 

2022. 

Downloaded from 

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-

content/uploads/2022/12/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-of-2021-Funds-

Report-as-of-November-30-2022.pdf 
 

  

https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/12/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-of-2021-Funds-Report-as-of-November-30-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/12/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-of-2021-Funds-Report-as-of-November-30-2022.pdf
https://bbmr.guam.gov/wp-bbmr-content/uploads/2022/12/American-Rescue-Plan-Act-of-2021-Funds-Report-as-of-November-30-2022.pdf
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